Molecular profiling and commercial predication assays in ovarian cancer: still not ready for prime time?
Short of early detection to allow curative primary intervention, the other major barrier to further success in treatment of ovarian cancers is matching the best treatment to the proper ovarian cancer type and to the individual patient. There are several decades of experience applying in vitro chemoresponse testing for solid tumors including ovarian cancer. This concept, first described in 1979, has yet to receive level one evidence supporting its application, despite the testing of numerous assays commercially as well as in academic centers and its use for tens of thousands of patients at a significant cost. The approach-rather than undergoing rigorous scientific examination-is now being muddied by the development of commercial molecular profiling assays from which treatment suggestions are provided. Molecular profiling as a research tool has added value to our understanding and treatment of patients with ovarian cancer. Morphologic and histochemical characterizations coupled now with increasing knowledge of ovarian cancer type-specific molecular patterns is improving our ability to properly diagnosis ovarian cancer type and thus guide therapy. With the exception of the role of germ-line and possibly somatic BRCA1 and BRCA2 mutations and their true predictiveness for probable response to poly(ADP-ribose) polymerase inhibition, molecular typing and profiling has yet to identify druggable molecular targets in ovarian cancer. Its use should be continued as a research and learning tool, and its results should be subjected to clinical trial validation. For very different reasons, neither chemoresponse assays nor molecular profiling are ready for prime time, yet.